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Specific Sound and Oral-Posture Exercises, continued

Labial Closure, continued

pin peace pecan pilot

pig pat perform panel

pick pass parcel pizza

pea path packet potluck

pool pooch poet parish

peel pave picnic power

pie pouch pulley pursue

pine pearl pursuit penny

pile point panda polio

pear purge parsley piano

park pace portrait personal

part pond person poverty

poor pal puzzle portable

pork put panther pagoda

pack porch Patty pajamas

opal update quipping apathy

report Japan vapor episode

creeper riper uphill copyright

teapot depot choppy supervise

open repel super repeated

depose flipper epic separate

dustpan opaque depict Singapore

leopard moping deeper emperor

copied trapeze slipper superstar

dropout coupon apex operate

hippo napkin rapid canopy

oppose taper repaid drapery

repair blooper supper tropical

apart gaping scapegoat woodpecker

uplift stepson aspirin apology

single word level: medial /p/

single word level: initial /p/
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Specific Sound and Oral-Posture Exercises, continued

Labial Closure, continued

cap chop wipe makeup

gap zap stripe tulip

nap keep crepe unwrap

cop jeep swoop backup

hop deep grape mishap

rip tape chap escape

harp sharp flip scallop

up heap drape recoup

cope stop windup fingertip

top rope gossip telescope

cup group turnip envelope

swap slope asleep overlap

zip loop syrup develop

weep trip elope horoscope

ape mope gallop videotape

pet pig paved path perfume pollen

pain pill pulled pork public portrait

peach pie panda poem postage package

poor pooch Peter Pan punish Peter

push pin pinch poodle parole pardon

peg pole pool party police pointed

pick pears pay Peter pastel powder

pearl purse pick potatoes panel petition

peach pit palate picture pollute Pacific

pour pot pivot parking passive period

put past peasant poultry petite paradise

pig pie petty payroll purchase pottery

poach pears perky Patty pointless pushover

two-word level: initial /p/

single word level: final /p/
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Specific Sound and Oral-Posture Exercises, continued

Labial Closure, continued

chip dip rip up mishap gap

cheap jeep sip soup grape gumdrop

keep shape sharp tip steep hilltop

tape up wipe up grip tightrope

steep slope flip up strip backdrop

chop up ship shape troop roundup

stop gap group trip shop gossip

top step deep trap escape mishap

rip lip drip syrup recoup checkup

whip dip drape seascape unwrap teacup

top shape wipe turnip gallop escape

lap top keep asleep hookup eavesdrop

zip up sweep footstep warship roundtrip

pin up pack map panic escape

pay tip pick up perfume tulip

put up pit stop polish teacup

pork chop pea soup paving hilltop

pass dip print map punish gossip

pie shop pie shape painted housetop

pet sheep peach crop puzzle workshop

pear ripe peel tape petty markup

push up pour ketchup pudgy cantaloupe

pink jeep pasty soap police fellowship

pearl clip pencil sharp picture develop

pull rope pick turnip pocket telescope

poor chap partly asleep package envelope

two-word level: initial and final /p/

two-word level: final /p/
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Specific Sound and Oral-Posture Exercises, continued

Labial Closure, continued

1. Hop to the shop.

2. Please pass the peas.

3. This place is a pigpen.

4. Papa poured the punch.

5. Pass the chip dip to Pat.

6. Peel a pound of potatoes.

7. The pencil has a sharp tip.

8. Pull the rope and make a loop.

9. Pam picked an apple for Patty.

10. Polly has a pocketful of pennies.

11. Her perky personality pleased him.

12. Put plenty of pepper on the potatoes.

13. I put a piece of peach pie on the plate.

14. Penny filled the cup to the top with pop.

15. Paul is the perfect person for the position.

16. That poor puppy has a pink bump on his paw.

17. Plenty of people were at the Peterson’s pool party.

18. The pet shop had plenty of poodles and Persian cats.

19. Wipe up the pea soup after you pour it into the cups.

20. Grandpa had a cup of soup and a pork chop for supper.

sentence level: /p/


